Detecting cell division of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* bacteria from bright-field microscopy images with Hidden Conditional Random Fields
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Abstract—An approach to automatically detect bacteria division with temporal models is presented. To understand how bacteria migrate and proliferate to form complex multicellular behaviours such as biofilms, it is desirable to track individual bacteria and detect cell division events. Unlike eukaryotic cells, prokaryotic cells such as bacteria lack distinctive features, causing bacteria division difficult to detect in a single image frame. Furthermore, bacteria may detach, migrate close to other bacteria and may orientate themselves at an angle to the horizontal plane. Our system trains a hidden conditional random field (HCRF) model from tracked and aligned bacteria division sequences. The HCRF model classifies a set of image frames as division or otherwise. The performance of our HCRF model is compared with a Hidden Markov Model (HMM). The results show that a HCRF classifier outperforms a HMM classifier. From 2D bright field microscopy data, it is a challenge to separate individual bacteria and associate observations to tracks. Automatic detection of sequences with bacteria division will improve tracking accuracy.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biofilms are communities of bacteria embedded in extracellular polymeric substances (EPS) [12]. It can form on many surfaces such as teeth, pipes and can contaminate foreign body materials. Free floating bacteria initiate biofilm formation when its adhesion molecules bind to the selected surface. The attached bacteria either divides or recruits other bacteria via cell-cell communication to achieve a critical cell density. As the number of bacteria increase, they produce EPS, forming a 3D biofilm. To understand how individual bacteria organize themselves in the early stages of biofilm formation, we are developing a system that delivers the bacteria trajectories and division events over time.

As the colony expands, bacteria tend to migrate close to each other. More bacteria may migrate into the frame. Existing bacteria may detach [12]. Therefore, tracking each bacteria across multiple time frames becomes a challenge. By labelling division sequences in a track, we can improve the observed bacteria-to-track association. Bacteria divide at a constant rate. Therefore, it is unlikely that a bacteria will undergo two divisions within a short time frame. We can incorporate this information to determine the observed bacteria-to-track association. From a large volume of division labels, we may derive statistics on the affect of the division rate under certain conditions.

The top images in Figure 1 shows time frames from a sequence of division. Bacteria division begins when its single DNA molecule replicates and then attaches each copy to a different part of its membrane. As division occurs, the cell lengthen, its cytoplasm is cleaved in two and a new bacteria wall is formed [1]. Cell wall formation is indicated by the region of low intensity in the cell. However, two cells which have migrated close to each other appear similar to a bacteria dividing, as shown from the red bounding box in Figure 1, Hence, sequential information is required for bacteria division detection. Furthermore, the formation of the cell wall is undetected if a bacteria undergoing division migrates over other bacteria nor when it is oriented perpendicular to the $xy$-axis as shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 1. The red bounding box (over the images in 4th column) shows that two juxtaposed bacteria (cyan box, bottom image) are visually similar to a bacteria undergoing division (yellow box, top image). We can classify the temporal information, which is the tracked bacteria over multiple frames, to detect and validate whether a bacteria is undergoing division or otherwise.

The top images in Figure 1 shows time frames from a sequence of division. Bacteria division begins when its single DNA molecule replicates and then attaches each copy to a different part of its membrane. As division occurs, the cell lengthen, its cytoplasm is cleaved in two and a new bacteria wall is formed [1]. Cell wall formation is indicated by the region of low intensity in the cell. However, two cells which have migrated close to each other appear similar to a bacteria dividing, as shown from the red bounding box in Figure 1, Hence, sequential information is required for bacteria division detection. Furthermore, the formation of the cell wall is undetected if a bacteria undergoing division migrates over other bacteria nor when it is oriented perpendicular to the $xy$-axis as shown in Figure 2.

In this paper, we apply a two stage approach to detection bacteria division. Firstly, the bacteria boundaries are segmented using level sets and graph cuts. The position, velocity and length of each bacteria were tracked. Next, we train a hidden Conditional Random Field (HCRF) to detect division in tracked candidate sequences. Instead of labelling each
frame independently and smoothing the result, a sequence of frames are jointly labelled.

Related work to detect division events have only been applied to eukaryotic cells. Shape, size and texture features of a eukaryotic cell dividing has been classified using nearest neighbour classifiers or support vector machines [3]. El-Labben et al. [6] applied Hidden Markov Models to detect cell division using fluorescence microscopy images of eukaryotic cell nuclei. In Liu et al. [8] applied Hidden Conditional Random Fields to detect eukaryotic cell division from phase contrast sequences. When a eukaryotic cell divides, spindles form in the cell and its shape changes significantly. However, there is a lack of distinctive features in bacteria division. Vallaton et al. [13] recognized bacteria division by a small intensity gradient which represents the new cell wall formation. This technique may fail when two bacteria are close to each other. There is no known related work which classifies cell division in bacteria using temporal models.

II. METHODS

Biofilms were grown in continuous-culture flow cells. The initial stages of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* bacteria culture were captured with a Olympus IX73 microscope at 50× magnification. In these bright-field images, acquired at 1 minute intervals, bacteria appear as ellipse shaped objects with bright intensity surround by a ring of dark intensity. An example is shown in Figure 3(a).

A. Bacteria Segmentation and Tracking

Vallaton et al. [13] applied edge detection to determine cell boundaries. The skeleton of connected regions were obtained to produce medial axes to determine bacteria boundaries. Xie et al. [14] applied active contours and an adaptive kernel-based technique to track non-proliferating bacteria. Both these related work were designed for phase contrast images. In bright field images, the intensity gradient between two bacteria is reduced when they are close to each other, resulting in segmentation errors as previously explained.

We address this issue by initially extracting the bacteria boundaries via level sets [2]. Bacteria which are close to each other will be extracted as a single cluster. Prior to cell division, each bacteria is recognized by a region of higher intensity at its center. Bacteria division is detected by an increase intensity gradient around its center, caused by the cell constricting. Hence, there will be two separate regions of higher intensity in a dividing cell.

The red + in Figure 3(a) indicate the seed points, the maximum intensity regions inside the bacteria cluster. We create a reference pattern from intensity profile between the seed points to the background [5]. The red lines in top image of Figure 3(b) shows some examples of these intensity profile lines. The intensity profile of these lines are aligned and its reference pattern is shown in the lower image of Figure 3(b).

We denote $X$ as the discrete intensity profile over a line segment of size $N$. At every signal lag $m$, the cross correlation image is

$$CC_{XM}(m) = \begin{pmatrix} A, m > 0 \\ CC_{MX}(-m), m < 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

Fig. 3. (a) shows a example bright field image. The cell boundaries (in cyan) were extracted with level sets [2]. The maximum regional intensity in each cluster is marked by the red crosses. In (b), the top figure shows example lines used to compute a reference intensity pattern shown in the bottom figure. (c) shows a graph-cuts diagram, where $s$ is the source node (in blue) and $t$ is the sink node (in red). The goal is to find the best “cut” or boundary, shown by the dashed red line.

where $A = ((X(n + m) - E(X))(M(n) - E(M)))$ and $M$ is the discrete sequence of the reference pattern.

From a cropped image centered around each seed, we find its optimal boundary with a constrained graph-cut framework combined with the cross-correlation image [5].

Fig. 4. (a) Unconnected bacteria with one regional maxima shown in cyan. Early stages of bacteria division (blue) and separated bacteria (yellow) segmented from graphcuts. (b) Trajectories and lineages of three bacteria over space and time. Black ellipses indicated division events from tracking.

For seeds placed within the same cells, the segmentation results could be identical due to a smaller intensity gradient. Hence, two or more seeds with high degrees of overlap are merged and considered as a single cell. Figure 4(a) shows the segmentation results. The yellow labelled bacteria are the ones with overlap below a threshold. The blue have a high degree of overlap and are grouped as a single bacteria, and the cyan are single bacteria with one regional maxima. The segmented bacteria are tracked using Kalman Filtering. Figure 4(b) shows the trajectories of three bacteria families shown over space (x,y axis) and time (z-axis). The black ellipse detected division events from tracking. We refer the reader to our work on Kalman filtering in [9] for more details.

B. Hidden Conditional Random Fields

Figure 1 shows two tracked sequences where division was detected using methods in II-A. The top sequence is a division sequence but the bottom one is an incorrect
where $y$ is a “division” or “no division” label. The conditional distribution $p(y|X)$ can be modelled in a probabilistic framework with Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [7]. We specify the conditional dependency of each label on the sequence with an arbitrary number of feature functions. These feature functions may access the input sequence at any instance using the sequence. With CRFs, each frame will be assigned a label as the transitions between images is directly modelled. In our images, bacteria fission (division) lack distinctive cell features. A Hidden-state CRF (HCRF) predicts a label $y$ to a given observations sequence $X = x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_T$, where $y$ is a member of a set $Y$ for all possible labels [10], which is defined as:

$$
p(y|X, \theta) = \sum_h p(y, h|X, \theta) = \sum_h e^{\psi(y, h, X, \theta)}.
$$

They specify the conditional dependency of each label on the sequence with an arbitrary number of feature functions. These feature functions may access the input sequence at any instance using the sequence. With CRFs, each frame will be assigned a label as the transitions between images is directly modelled. In our images, bacteria fission (division) lack distinctive cell features. A Hidden-state CRF (HCRF) predicts a label $y$ to a given observations sequence $X = x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_T$, where $y$ is a member of a set $Y$ for all possible labels [10], which is defined as:

$$
p(y|X, \theta) = \sum_h p(y, h|X, \theta) = \sum_h e^{\psi(y, h, X, \theta)}.
$$

Here $h$ is a vector of hidden variables globally conditioned on $X$ and $\psi(y, h, X, \theta)$ is potential function, parameterized by $\theta$ as

$$
\psi(y, h, X, \theta) = \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_{1,1}(i, y, h_j, X)\theta_{1,1} + \sum_{(j,k) \in E} f_{2,1}(j, k, y, h_j, h_k, X)\theta_{2,1}.
$$

$L_1$ is the set of node features and $L_2$ is the set of edge features. $f_{1,1}, f_{2,1}$ are the functions defining the features in the model and $\theta_{1,1}, \theta_{2,1}$ are the components of $\theta$, corresponding to node and edge parameters. The feature function $f_1$ depends on a single hidden variable value in the model, while $f_2$ can depend on a pair of values. We learn the model parameters from training data by optimizing the objective function [10]

$$
L(\theta) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \log p(y_i|X_i, \theta) - \frac{1}{2\sigma^2} ||\theta||^2,
$$

where $m$ is the total number of training sequences, in which the first term is the data log-likelihood and the second term is the log of a Gaussian prior with variance $\sigma^2$. To search for the optimal parameter $\theta^* = \arg\max_\theta L(\theta)$, we use the gradient ascent algorithm.

### III. RESULTS

Figure 4(b) shows the trajectories of three bacteria tracked. We acquire the image frames to train a HCRF from the tracked trajectories. We acquired 30 sequences of cells division and 30 sequences of cells which are not dividing. These image frames vary between 7 and 30 frames long, where a portion of these are randomly selected as a training set. The remainder is used as a test set. To ensure that there are no biases, the classification of a random selection of training samples is repeated 50 times.

The goal is the classify sequences to identify cell division among the tracked sequences. Bacteria constriction during division is detected by an increase intensity gradient around its center. However, bacteria in a tracked sequence could be oriented at different angles in the 2D frame. To build a HCRF model to classify this effect, we create a rotation invariant dataset by aligning each bacteria to the x-axis. The aligned images are cropped to a size of 20 pixels by 10 pixels to create a dataset. Figure 6(a) shows some examples in the dataset labelled as “division” and Figure 6(b) show image sequences labelled otherwise.

To create a feature vector to represent the image in a reduced dimension, we select a Histogram of Oriented Gradients [4] with a cell size of $4 \times 4$. Histogram of Orientated Gradients (HOGS) counts occurrences of gradient orientation, allow us to capture shapes and partial curves through gradient profile.

We compare the performance of HCRFs to classify our sequences with Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [11]. A HMM jointly models set of hidden states and possible observations with a state transitional probability distribution and an observation probability distribution. Our results in Table 1 shows that HCRFs outperforms HMMs. A classification accuracy of 90% is achieved when trained with 50 image sequences using HCRFs.

Figures 7(a) and 7(b) show sequences which were labelled correctly with HCRFs and incorrectly using HMMs. In Figure 7(a), the top sequence shows that another bacteria migrated over a proliferating bacteria (Frames 2 – 4). The bottom sequence shows a dividing bacteria orientated itself perpendicular to the image plane between Frames 5 – 7 and Frame 15. In these frames, the region of low intensity in the cell indicative of cell division is unclear. These sequences in 7(b) show bacteria in the growth stage, a stage prior to division. There are variations in intensity due to image noise resulting in some regions of low intensity in the cell.
These image sequences indicate that there is a long-range dependency among the observations. In HMMs, observations are assumed to be independent given the values of hidden labels, whereas HCRFs model this dependency. Hence, there is a higher likelihood that a sequence is incorrectly labelled using HMMs compared to HCRFs.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We presented an approach to detect bacteria division with a two stage approach. After tracking each individual bacteria, we train a Hidden Conditional Random Field (HCRF) model to detect sequences with division. Future work includes exploring different feature descriptors and training a classifier to detect different stages of bacteria growth.
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